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Main Hoon Na is an Indian Hindi comedy film
produced by Sajid Nadiadwala and directed by
Farah Khan. The film stars Shah Rukh Khan,
Sushmita Sen, Farah Khan and Zayed Khan.
The music is composed by Anu Malik while
Sajid-Farhad penned the lyrics. It is the second
installment in the Hero franchise. It is a followup to the 2003 film Main Hoon Na. Main Hoon
Na is about an army major (Shah Rukh Khan)
who, wanting to achieve his goal, lies to the
army and enrolls as a college student named
Sanjeev. मैन होंगा ना हो, - Main Hoon Na. Main
Hoon Na full movie in English online in HD
quality for free. Download Main Hoon Na
(2004) for full movies on STORE. Download
Main Hoon Na (2004) in High Quality (HD).
Main Hoon Na Movie Download. Download
Main Hoon Na movie for free, watch online the
Hindi movie at free movie streaming site. Full
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movie in all video formats HD, 3D. Main Hoon
Na, Hindi Movie. Watch full movie in
fullscreen. The Story begins with the Major
(Shah Rukh Khan) lying to the army of his
decision to withdraw from the operation, under
a false name. Unable to meet his fellow soldiers
in the army, he adopts the name of Sanjeev, a
college student in Delhi. He leaves for college
but has to evade the “goons” after one of them
recognizes him from the army. Main Hoon Na DOWNLOAD SOURCE Directed by Farah
Khan and Produced by Sajid Nadiadwala, the
film stars Shah Rukh Khan, Sushmita Sen,
Suniel Shetty, Farah Khan and Zayed Khan. The
film has a theatrical run of 135 days in India.
The film was released in India on 6 August
2004. The film is the second installment of the
Hero franchise. The film grossed a worldwide
gross of. Main Hoon Na grossed at the Indian
box office. It was released in North America on
15 August 2004. The film was released in
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Australia on 16 August 2004. The film grossed
$2 million at the Australian box office and $1.5
million at the 2d92ce491b
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